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Curation, analysis, editing, and modeling comprise 
fundamental activities at the core of the Digital Humanities.
(Burdick et al. 2012)
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Even if data is declared open, it cannot always be used the 
way researchers would like.
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What is the use of data if it ...

1. Cannot be found?
ERROR 404: Page not found

2. Is not accessible?
Access denied

3. Is incompatible with other data and tools?
Unrecognized format

4. Cannot be reused?
Documentation / License not available 
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Some goals beyond open data

• Make it possible to assess the quality of research
• Make research replicable
• Allow reuse of data in innovative research and 

development
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FAIR: Requirements for data-driven research

Data should be ... 

Findable

Accessible

Interoperable

Reusable

(FAIR Data Principles, Wilkinson et al. 2016)
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What do the FAIR principles entail?

• Findable: data must be registered with a persistent ID and 
items must be collected in a catalog with structured 
metadata

• Accessible: open protocol (subject to restrictions), clear 
procedure for authentication and authorization

• Interoperable: documented descriptive vocabulary, 
standards for data and metadata coding

• Re-usable: clear licenses, sufficient documentation 
(including provenance), compatibility with community 
standards and tools
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CLARIN: a European infrastructure

• CLARIN is the European research infrastructure for language 
resources and technology, primarily aimed at the 
humanities

• A European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) with 
20 current member countries, 2 observers and 2 additional 
countries with participating centres

• Norway joined in 2015
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CLARIN in Norway

1. Centres with repositories
1. UiB/UB (45 downloadable datasets)
2. UiO/Tekstlab (16 downloadable datasets and 2 tools)

3. NB/Språkbanken (42 downloadable datasets) 
4. UiT/Trolling (60 downloadable datasets)
5. UiT/Giellatekno

2. National catalog at the National Library of Norway which 
harvests metadata from other centres
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CLARIN mission

Not forcing a model on the DH or institutionalizing it, but 
contributing an infrastructure and meeting ground which 
aims to make 

“all digital language resources and tools from all over 
Europe and beyond [...] accessible [...] for the support of 
researchers in the humanities and social sciences”
(Maegaard et al. 2017)
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Data is not enough

• Search in data (corpus search, treebank search, federated 
content search)

• Analyze data (annotate, parse, count)
• Visualize data (structures, relations, distributions)
• User support (knowledge centers, helpdesk)
Good tools are community-dependent and can only be 
designed, implemented, supported and maintained with the 
help of experts in the scientific field.
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Research questions are the driving forces

• Who was the real author of the Dutch national anthem?
• How was American consumer culture depicted in the 

Europe throughout the 20th century?
• How can we make a processing chain for curating and 

preserving oral history?
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Research questions are the driving forces

• How much polarization is there in social media discourse on 
climate change?

• Which challenges do language learners face in acquiring 
grammatical gender in a different language?

• What do historical documents tell us about the relation 
between gender and work?

• How can we visualize discourse concepts and attitudes by 
politicians of different parties?
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CLARIN priorities

1. Uptake by researchers: outreach to all humanities 
disciplines (researcher training courses, workshops, etc), 
service enhancements for consistent user experience

2. Technical infrastructure: towards an integrated, 
interoperable infrastructure for Open Science (technical 
centres, services, licenses etc.)

3. Knowledge sharing: knowledge centres, mobility grants, 
video lectures, course registry (with DARIAH), annual 
conference

4. Sustainability: extension to new countries, cooperation 
with GLAM sector, commitments from stakeholders and 
funders, cooperation with other infrastructures
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CLARIN for Open Science

“CLARIN does not see itself as a stand-alone facility, but 
rather as a player in making the vision that is underlying the 
emerging European policies towards Open Science a reality, 
interconnecting researchers across national and discipline 
borders by offering seamless access to data and services in 
line with the FAIR data principles.”

(Maegaard et al. 2017:3)
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CLARIN catalog

• Virtual Language Observatory (VLO), a registry of Language 
Resources (LRs) http://vlo.clarin.eu

• 1,600,000 records (including recent addition of Europeana 
records)

• Component metadata (CMDI, ISO standard)
• Faceted search
• Persistent identifiers for data objects
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Conclusion and final remarks

● Making data ‘open’ is good but not enough; data needs to 
be FAIR

● Community-specific and data-specific infrastructures with 
advanced tools are needed

● European infrastructures scale up the amount and value 
of data

● CLARIN has a wide scope: languages, disciplines, 
countries, cultures, historical time spans

● Especially in the Humanities, infrastructures profit from 
collaboration with the GLAM sector (Galleries, Libraries, 
Archives, Museums)
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